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Your Birth and Name Details 

 School Name - ABC XYZ 

 Nick Name-- Raveena 

 D.O.B-- 10/05/2014 

 Time -- 21.45pm(Friday) 

 Place-- kanpur 

Your Lagna & Navamsa  Horoscope Details: 
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Your Basic Nature and Destiny - BONUS: 

 You could have a regal and heroic nature due to sun and 

rahu- but avoid too much of risk taking 

 You could also be humanitarian in nature 

 You could also be charitable, idealistic and virtuous- due to 

Venus influence 

 You are ambitious, optimistic and wealthy 

 You could be philosophical, rash and arrogant- so you 

should avoid rebelliousness caused due to rahu energies- 

this is important  for you to listen to elder- yes you have 

good originality and may be different way of thinking that is 

OK 

 You could have an inquisitive mind and liberal in thought 
 

Also 
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 You are quite  intelligent due to sun and Venus, could have 

good speech and famous 

 You could be wealthy, creative genius, art interests 

 You could also be charitable, a good host and principled 

 You could be very zealous and rash at times and might 

have political interests later in life 

 You could be religious and a generous marital partner 

 You could also be a perfectionist and also fond of good 

food. Avoid being too rigid or fixed. 

 

 

Your Basic Birth Numbers 

THIS IS THE CHART OF  

ABC  XYZ 

 

=======================================

============================ 

UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 24 

 the name 1 is  

UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 16 

 the name 3 is   

=======================================

============================ 

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION  

-------------------- 

 

PHYSICAL plane is equal to 2 

MENTAL plane is equal to 7 

EMOTIONAL  plane is equal to 2 

INTUITIVE plane is equal to 0 
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=======================================

============================ 

POINT OF INTENSITY  

-------------------- 

 

ONE =   1 intensity is ======  5 Expected == 3  

TWO =   2 intensity is ======  0 Expected == 1  

THREE = 3 intensity is ======  0 Expected == 1  

FOUR  = 4 intensity is ======  2 Expected == 1  

FIVE  = 5 intensity is ======  2 Expected == 3  

SIX   = 6 intensity is ======  0 Expected == 1  

SEVEN = 7 intensity is ======  0 Expected == 1  

EIGHT = 8 intensity is ======  1 Expected == 1  

NINE  = 9 intensity is ======  1 Expected == 3  

=======================================

============================ 

1) What you are born to do in Life – that would give 

you maximum happiness( Your DESTINY Number = 

4)? 

 

 
 

 Your good talents are that you could be 

methodical and yes tenacious and hardworking if 
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positive rahu energy is manifesting- so you could 

do well in matters to do with science and 

mathematics. 

 You have to just be careful of not being rebellious 

and listening to people. 

 You have to follow the conventions of the society. 

 Impact or effect on your Career:  

 Your talent is accuracy and efficiency and your 

deficiency is rigidity or arguing too much- but 

with your talent you could do well in subjects of 

logic and practically like science/engineering etc 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You would work hard for the family- but ensure 

you are not too exacting or rebelling due to the 

same. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

  You need to be more imaginative and 

accommodating and not be fixed in your love 

matters.  

 This is very important to have a meaningful love 

life. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

                           You could earn well and do well in finances 

and investments due to your accuracy and efficiency. 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli(Unique and 

Rare feature not available anywhere in the 
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world):  

 
 Your is Aquarius a rigid sign close to number 4 

and also moon is in Capricorn – a sign close to 

number 4 and hard work. 

 Your 10th lord mars is in lagna and is agitated 

and hard- close to rahu effects of number 4 

 This is what you have to take care of, that is 

avoid rash action and try to do steady effort 

YOGA could help you do this. 

 

 

 

2) What are your natural talents (name number =4 ) 

that you are born with? 

 

 You will have to work hard in life and also you would build 

large projects and may be organization. For this you need 

to control your rigidity or being rebel in nature. 

 You are also original so you could do something different in 
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the world than normal. 

 Rahu x sun = 28/1 birth number , would give you the 

originality and drive to do things in life. 

 You have to avoid being too fixed and do regular Yoga or 

dance and may be Vedic mathematics or some creative 

things to keep your mind in proper shape for best results. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 There you could rise well. You could be highly 

efficient and exacting. You have to ensure you 

don’t become too exacting. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 In family or situations you could build up large 

homes or manage large families. You have to 

learn to be more flexible. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 People whom you love – have to adjust with 

you’re a bit fixed nature. Try to be more open 

and flexible in nature. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 You can handle this well- you could be greater in 

handling details of anything. This would take 

you forward in life. 

 

 BONUS:  

 Cross Correlation of this Number with your 

Horoscope or Kundli:  
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 Mars the lord of karma is number 9 and you have Saturn or 

Aquarius ruling lagna- is number 8 

 YOGA could bring you out of these situations. 

 Number 8 = 2 x 4 , so a double rahu in a sense. 

 Rahu is in the 2nd bhava – so speak with  care and avoid 

rough or any filthy language as you grow up. 

 Also Saturn yantra could help 

3) Your additional talents due to your birth number = 

28=1 – and what does it mean? 

 
 The birth number 1= sun. This gives a great initiative 

and will power to you. 

 You have the capability to lead people and also do 

innovative and new kind of work. You should develop 

this further. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 You can take up lead roles. Just avoid 

domination. 
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 Impact on your Family: 

 You could have strong ego issues at family front. 

Just be more flexible. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 You are sensitive but try to be more sensitive in 

your behavior towards others. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 You can take good initiative and good planning 

to create more money and keeping things 

together. 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 One can see moon is in 10th sign Capricorn and 10= 

1+0=1. 

 Sun is in the 4th bhava of your mind 

 Surya yantra in silver etc and om Namoha shivaye would 

help you. So would YOGA help. 

4)what is your personality Number= 9, how you 

influence others? 
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 The 9 personality number or mars –you are  friendly and 

aggressive due to rahu and a generous nature to the 

person 

 You could  have relatively young looks, yellow colors in 

general would bring in luck. 

 You Will attract people , but be flexible 

 You  may at times appear distant and also only with oneself 

from others 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 The 9 number personalities give you compassion 

and connection to people – this and your hard 

work would help 

 You should avoid being impulsive  or rash in 

your reactions 

 Impact on your Family: 

 9 personality  and rahu=4- may make you a but 

impulsive in actions. But again  

 9x 4= also means drive carefully 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 same as above, you have stay steady in 

emotions and yes your younger looks would give 

you some advantage. 
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 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Number 9 or mars could make you slightly 

impulsive  and rahu even much more at times 

so while  spending, so you have to take care of 

impulsive spending in luxuries and otherwise. 

 4= would help you make more money and 9 = 

number would also help you attract more money 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 Your personality is defined by your lagna and also your 

house of public image the 4th. 

 From moon the lord of 4th bhava is mars = number 9 and 

from lagan it is Venus = 6, so it is a combination of Saturn 

of being a bit away from normal in own world and 

philosophical plus yes mars effects of number 9. 

5) What is your inner motivation in Life your heart 

number= 4= rahu? 
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21/3 Your 

MOTIVATION 
or HEART 
Number 

 
29/2  8  31

/4 

  2  9  1      9    1  9  8  1    

                          
1 9 3 5 9 4 1 1  1 4 9 9  2 8 1 4 9 4 9 7 1 2 2 7 

 
39/12/

3 

  
27/

9 

  
33
/6 

 
30/3  

EXPRESSION 

 

What does your name 

mean” 

HEART'S MOTIVATION or DESIRE NUMBER is  4–Your 
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inner desires and  Wishes? 

 
 

Rahu here makes you very sincere and dependable in 

your relationships. In love matters and life you would 

look for more than normal security or stability. 

So release this stress with YOGA or if at times stress is 

more doctors could be visited. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 You would be trusted worker and you would love 

to work very hard. That’s good for you and any 

organization. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 Your dependable nature would help any family. 

Your trustworthiness would be known. But avoid 

insistence in views. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 You are may be more philosophical and may be 

less romantic than others so you need to build 

this up. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Your dependable nature would 

help you attract money, but at 
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the same time being too fixed  

going could impact your ability 

to achieve office goals- but still 

you would be successful  

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 There in your chart a weak sun sits in the 

house of heart now sun is number 1 and 

rahu number 4 is related so weak sun is 

same as rahu. 

 Saturn is in the 6th bhava in cancer sign so 

cancer/moon or mind your heart has a 

strong influence of Saturn= number 8 or 

rahu as well 4x2=8. 

How to align your actions and heart desire=4 to 

your destiny= 4(4 x 4)? 
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 Your heart number is same as destiny number- so you are 

lucky in one sense- that you desire to dependable and work 

hard and you will get a chance to do so. 

 But you have to take care of being flexible and not to rebel 

much.  

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 Already covered above. 

 

6)How would you respond to the world or life 

challenges as you grow more mature beyond 35 years 

of age- your maturity Numbers = 8 SATURN ? 
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 As you grow in life your interest in management 

and business and managing large things could 

grow. 

 Your over all family and professional 

responsibilities may grow a lot. 

 You may be sort of compelled to handle larger 

set of people and or may desire more money 

and power. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 As you grow older there could be more interest 

in achievements, though your destiny would 

demand you to perform and do well in life. So 

you have to balance health and also professional 

life. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 Family life would be affected. But you have to 

avoid stress due to excess work and also ensure 

you don’t fall back on the career front. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 you have  control your nervousness and stress- 

your relationships would grow richer, but you 

have to perform very well as well at office to 
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keep progression in your material goals. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 You will or may desire to have a lot of money as 

you grow older. Give more trust to hard work. 

Balance  mediation and collection of 

details/cooperation you could gain money. 

 

7)what are the obstacles or core challenges(number 

=2 now) in your life and how to overcome the same? 

 

 

 

 You have to handle challenges of life with basic 

braveness and avoid being too sensitive or shy 

to express yourself as moon would make you do 

so when you are younger. 

 Your triple rahu 4x4x4 would help you to 

overcome sensitivity and do something new in 

life. 

 You should do YOGA 

 Patience and cooperation could bring in good 

results. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 
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 You have to develop some confidence at 

younger age to get the best in life 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You will gain confidence before you get into the 

family cycle as such. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 Sensitivity is very much needed as you grow as 

well to control 4x4x4 and also your 28/1 that 

would make you win the race. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Dedication  for family and duty and 

tact/diplomacy and care would help you. 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 You run Saturn maha dasa after your middle age life- this 

clearly hints towards more of number 8 or Saturn on you. 

 Also your 12th house is Saturn , so this also hints more of 

Saturn influence as you grow in life. 

 Donate to old age homes and also donate black things to 

poor and may be you already have Saturn yantra. 

 Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times would help. 
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8)How does your talents connect to the life challenges 

– and how best you could use  it 4 x 2 ? 

 
 You will handle this well. As you have good rahu energy 

of 4 and will take care of sensitivity. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 You will work hard, but retain your tact and 

diplomacy in situations 

 Impact on your Family: 

 Once again you have to be positive/less 

dominating and more open and flexible. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 Fixedness/ or rigid approach and ego issues 

could cause issues in love matters. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Yes, you will in general increase in salary and 

money as you grow in life. 

  

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  
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 Already covered above. 

 

 9)How you could enhance your love and relationships 

easily at home and office? Relationships & 

Healing(dty=4,ht=4,b#=1,N#=4,P#=9):  

 You will try to look for long term relationships due to 4 

energy or rahu. 

 But you have to ensure you don’t become too rigid or anger 

or rash in your relationships. 

 You also have to avoid any tendency to dominate 

relationships. 

 Yes some basic conflict in family life is  possible due to 

rahu/sun energy and Venus conflict. The uapyas are as 

recommended above. 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 Your relationships and friendship or long terms 

is by sun , this is weak in 4th bhava and 
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functions like rahu. 

 Also close to Venus in the 4th bhava indicates 

the Venus and sun/rahu conflict. 

 Mercury is combust and gets malefic energy of 

8th bhava impacting the stability of the family at 

times. 

 Help poor students in books/pencils etc or 

Vishnu shahstrnaam chant. 

 

11)How do you spend your energies or time- and how 

you could best make use of your energies and time for 

super success and happiness in life(your POI = 1 /4 /5 

& 6-/8- and PMEI)? 

 

 PHYSICAL plane is equal to 2 

 MENTAL plane is equal to 7 

 EMOTIONAL  plane is equal to 2 

 INTUITIVE plane is equal to 0 

POI =1 

 There is a more energy in poi in number 1- so too much 

of ego or personal needs/personal or self satisfying 

argumentativeness and ego have to be avoided. As 1x 4 

connect to create more issues . 

 You have to learn to adjust/be more flexible in approach 
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and absorb other person's need and bring up your 

caring nature up. 

 This strong POI =1 , this could make you above average 

strong headed, much more insistent, egoistical and yes 

more dominating( b#=1 and numebr4 dominant) in 

one’s own  way of living. This could cause issues in life. 

 Head and lungs need proper care. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 You have to  control ego and self insistence in 

views- that would be key to your success. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You have to avoid egoistical or fixed  nature as 

it could cause harm to the family life and this 

has to be contro0led.. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 You have to try to be more adjusting to needs of 

others and be more open mentally. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Once again you have a strong will power and 

have the tenacity to work hard so you will do 

well. 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  
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 Your most of the planets are in even sign- so suggesting 

you would have emotional balance as well- but avoid being 

too much detail oriented . 

12) Areas where you could be a super success in life?: 

  
 You will maintain a high standard of success and 

accuracy. 

 So you could do well in all the following p[professions 

 Legal 

 Scientists 

 Engineers 

 Mathematicians 

 Farming or land lord business 

 Professors 

 Manufacturing 

 Diplomacy 

 Chemicals 
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 Managing large set of people 

 Construction work. 

 

Lucky colors: blue, pale green 

 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 Being hardworking and also original would bring 

in positivity in your job and career and avoid 

negativity and cycnism. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 Having non conventional relationships in family 

and matters of love and other relationships 

could cause issues if not controlled 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 Once again flexibility would help you counsel 

people better and help them more. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 You will do well. 

  

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  
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 Already discussed and name number =4= rahu. 

13) Core points for maximum Success & Happiness in 

Life(Your destiny number x birth number x Name 

Number) 

 

 
 

 

4–5 Ratti Gomed made on Ashta Dhatu to be worn in the middle finger 
of the right hand to be worn on Thursday afternoon would be helpful. 

 
 Serving ones parents 
 Give part of your breakfast to birds 

 Donate for  old and needy – especially lepers 
 Giving away brown colored sweets to birds 

 
Also 

 Chant durga chalisa 
 Durga sapta-shati 
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 Shiva chalisa 
i) Donating mooli(some thing similar to gajar/carrot but white in color) 

on Saturdays would be of good help during this period. 
ii)   Putting 8 pieces of coal in river on Saturday could also help. 
iii)  Fasting on Mondays would help. 
iv) For monetary issues (If any faced during the period), prayers to lord 

Ganesha is very helpful, and recite Rahu mantra 2x108 times: Aum 
Rang Rahuve Namah Aum. 

v) 4–5 Ratti Gomed made on Ashta Dhatu to be worn in the middle 

finger of the right hand to be worn on Thursday afternoon would be 
helpful. 

v) Ashta Dhatu Mudrika makes on it and wear it in the little finger or the 
ring finger- should give good results. 

 

15 8 13 

10 12 14 

11 16 9 

 

*Yantra- help you significantly to channelize the positive energies for 
your benefit as they are more intelligent than gemstones. Remember it is 
a product you could use for lifelong! Any local jeweler could help you to 
get it prepared. 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 Rahu is in house of action form moon. 
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 Also Saturn is the moon or rashi lagna and lagna 

8= 4x2. So elder brother of rahu 

The coming 20 years- Major forces or numbers planets 

working for you? 

 

test month = 5 day = 28 year = 7 

PINNACLE-I   is (33) and Starts at Age(0) t0 33rd year 

 

 

=======================================

============================ 

BIRTH FORCE I    is = (5) and AGE starting is = 0 

BIRTH FORCE II   is = (28) and AGE starting is = 33 to 38 

=======================================

============================ 
  

 

 PINNACLE-I  is 6= Venus  till 32 year 

 A six pinnacle could mean there could be more connection 

to home. Also responsibilities at home could be high 

which the person could deliver well. 

 Also one may have good family support. One could get 

into relationships as and when one grows. One ahs to 

follow the social norms and be mentally flexible. 
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 There is a slight chance of early marriage. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

  When you grow old enough, career would go 

fine. 

 You may have more connection with home and 

or be given more than usual work to do . 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You may get more  time for family and may get 

more focused on family and its roles. You will be 

more family or home oriented now and yes 

money flow and status could improve. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

  You have to maintain your normal  nature and 

connect to your friends/home and folks n own. 

 Yes your inclinations rewards more emotions 

and relationships  and philosophy could also 

increase. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 You will have good family support- plus you will 

start also earning fair enough in this time. 

 Family or marriage needs to be taken care of in 

general. 

 PINNACLE-II  is 8 till 38 year 

 This could be a pinnacle which could be more intense from 

your work wise and professionally. You will have work very 

hard now. But once you do the methodical effort that you 

can  you will do well and rise a lot if life. 
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 Your quest for work and business ambition would be high. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

  You will work hard  to achieve all your goals 

and develop good  management skills as a lot of 

responsibility would be coming to you. You will  

have larger group to work with and yes money 

and salary increase would be there. you will do  

well this time. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 As You may get less time for family and may get 

more focused on work- your family life could be 

impacted. You will be more goal oriented  now 

and yes money flow and  your status and 

efficiency would improve. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

  Relationships may suffer this time at home and 

office. As you will be too much goal oriented  

 You may also try to start some large 

construction or design on your own or work for a 

large group. 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  
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 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 As discussed above , latter period of life Saturn 

or shani has more control on you. 

 This could make you more philosophical and 

goal oriented . 

Predictions for  coming 10 years, based on your ful 

name and birth number- Year by year most accurate 

Guide to plan and do the best in future  

 

                     AGE   Year  PY n1 n2   n3 essence 

  13    2018   44   i   )     d      13 

  14    2019   45    i )      d      13 
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 There could be limitations and so progress for 

you. You may either to extremely well or at the 

other extreme. You have to avoid frustration or 

being too rigid. 

 You may not get the normal results as you may 

want to get in school or otherwise. 

 There could be unexpected results now- that 

you may not expect. 

 You have to stay away from negative and 

antisocial elements. 

 You may have to work too hard to avoid any 

feelings of limitations or frustration coming in. 

 You will have to review your way of doing 

things. 

 15 2020 37 s ) d 5 

 There could be unexpected and unusual happenings 

now. 

 There could be more than usual changes or travel 

and also opportunities and also stress due to 

changes is possible. 

 You may develop multiple interest or may have to 

focus on many things. 

 Movement and connection to people could bring in 

favorable and better changes for you. 

 Avoid being restless or scattering of energies- Yoga 

would help you. 

 16 2021 38 h ) d 12 

 You may get involved  more of socials and 
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family events and yes fun. 

 Your friendship group could expand and also 

your  social/love and fun would increase. 

 this could also be a time of  reversal of things, 

waiting for  things to happen , change in your 

view points or being    submissive.    

    

 Try to focus  look into inner meaning of things. 

Try to     resolve conflicts by inner reflection or 

say get trained in meditation.  

 Try to Know for yourself that  the problems in 

this world are imposed by us and are caused by 

the negativity in the mind we have. Hence the 

key lies in  changing your own thought 

processes for your own good. 

 

 Prayer to GOD is the best 

 

 Most of the matters will take care of 

themselves in this period. One should 

normally avoid most of the decision making 

during  this period. Let the time period work 

for you, just take   observation of the facts, 

reflect upon them &  pray. 

 

 17 2022 39 h ) a 9 

 

 This is a ripe time and you may get several 

opportunities. This could have to do with your 

career or work or religion as well. 
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 Personal relationships could break up and may 

make the relationship break. 

 If one lacks honesty legal matters could come 

up now. 

 Creative and humanitarian or helping work 

would be great for you now. 

 You will have opportunity for money/travel could 

be there. 

 Extravagance and indulgence in rich food could 

cause problems. 

 Time to stay peaceful and avoid over 

emotionalism. you could expect positive 

changes, closings-endings in personal or close 

relationships  

 The events may happen quickly. The emotions 

can be high during This time period. Do YOGA 

and medication to keep cool.                                                         

 

   This is also the time when your unfinished 

work or projects could come to completion so 

make an effort to do so. Avoid starting any new 

projects this time 

 

   Charity or working For good of others works 

well under This time   period. You could expect 

an old friend reconnecting to you. You 

 

 May also change job or residence now. 

 

 In   This time you can develop your hidden good 
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artistic abilities. Leave the past behind and 

march into the future. Use your   inner creativity 

inspiration and wisdom to Do your actions 

creatively in the   future. 

 

 

 18 2023 40 h ) n 13 

 19 2024 41 h ) n 13 

 20 2025 42 h ) n 13 

 21 2026 43 h ) n 13 

 22 2027 44 h ) n 13 

 

 Same as above 13 event number 

 

 2023 could be hard with a lot of issues and 

delays. 

 

 2024 could mean new changes and 

opportunities for you. 

 

 2025 may embroil you in some family issues or 

matter. 

 

 2027 business matters may take more 

importance 

ALSO 

 There could be unexpected results now- that 

you may not expect. 

 You have to stay away from negative and 

antisocial elements. 
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 You may have to work too hard to avoid any 

feelings of limitations or frustration coming in. 

 You will have to review your way of doing 

things. 

  

 23 2028 45 h ) a 9 

 Do YOGA and medication to keep cool.                                                         

 

   Same as above 9 event number 

 

 You may have a lot of opportunities and money 

in this year- but a chance of break up is also 

there in relationships. 

 24 2029 46 a ) n 6 

 25 2030 38 a ) n 6 

 

 There could be a change your home or the way 

your looks like from inside & outside, or you 

may take up   domestic and community 

responsibility and also office responsibility could 

increase. 

 The core  focus is home during The  possibility 

of changing home is also indicated. 

 This is the time when the chances are high that 

you may get   married or develop strong 

friendship.  

 You could  also expect people turning to you For 

help as you tend to become much  more  

responsible during This time period.  

 You will have to share the  responsibility of 
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other people during This period. Responsibility  

should be accepted cheerfully and harmony 

maintained. Any tendency to take too much of 

responsibility should be avoided. 

  Your interest in arts would grow. You could 

expect you getting more   involved in taking 

care of people or entertaining people                       

 So please  don’t take up unnecessary    

responsibilities and commitments that go 

beyond your capacity.  

 2025 in details 

 Same as above event number 9. 

 But 2031 could mean lot of money and fun for 

you. 

 2032 could mean unexpected sudden events 

that you will have to handle deftly. 

 2033 may mean lots of speedy and harsh 

communication, but yes opportunities as well. 

 This time periods asks For responsibility ,deals 

with money, business and karma. As we know 

the law of karma means that as you will sow ,so 

shall you reap. This truth gets more  

strengthened under This time period. This is the 

time to get the due For good or bad work which 

one might have done. So If you  have done 

good deeds in the past expect rewards and 

recognition.  

   You could as well expect raise in salary or a 

promotion under  this time period. So naturally 

you should plan to take up more  responsibility 
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	1) What you are born to do in Life – that would give you maximum happiness( Your DESTINY Number = 4)?
	 Your good talents are that you could be methodical and yes tenacious and hardworking if positive rahu energy is manifesting- so you could do well in matters to do with science and mathematics.
	 You have to just be careful of not being rebellious and listening to people.
	 You have to follow the conventions of the society.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 Your talent is accuracy and efficiency and your deficiency is rigidity or arguing too much- but with your talent you could do well in subjects of logic and practically like science/engineering etc
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You would work hard for the family- but ensure you are not too exacting or rebelling due to the same.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	  You need to be more imaginative and accommodating and not be fixed in your love matters.
	 This is very important to have a meaningful love life.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli(Unique and Rare feature not available anywhere in the world):
	 Your is Aquarius a rigid sign close to number 4 and also moon is in Capricorn – a sign close to number 4 and hard work.
	 Your 10th lord mars is in lagna and is agitated and hard- close to rahu effects of number 4
	 This is what you have to take care of, that is avoid rash action and try to do steady effort YOGA could help you do this.
	2) What are your natural talents (name number =4 ) that you are born with?
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 There you could rise well. You could be highly efficient and exacting. You have to ensure you don’t become too exacting.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 In family or situations you could build up large homes or manage large families. You have to learn to be more flexible.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 People whom you love – have to adjust with you’re a bit fixed nature. Try to be more open and flexible in nature.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 You can handle this well- you could be greater in handling details of anything. This would take you forward in life.
	 BONUS:
	 Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	3) Your additional talents due to your birth number = 28=1 – and what does it mean?
	 The birth number 1= sun. This gives a great initiative and will power to you.
	 You have the capability to lead people and also do innovative and new kind of work. You should develop this further.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 You can take up lead roles. Just avoid domination.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You could have strong ego issues at family front. Just be more flexible.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 You are sensitive but try to be more sensitive in your behavior towards others.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 You can take good initiative and good planning to create more money and keeping things together.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 The 9 number personalities give you compassion and connection to people – this and your hard work would help
	 You should avoid being impulsive  or rash in your reactions
	 Impact on your Family:
	 9 personality  and rahu=4- may make you a but impulsive in actions. But again
	 9x 4= also means drive carefully
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 same as above, you have stay steady in emotions and yes your younger looks would give you some advantage.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Number 9 or mars could make you slightly impulsive  and rahu even much more at times so while  spending, so you have to take care of impulsive spending in luxuries and otherwise.
	 4= would help you make more money and 9 = number would also help you attract more money
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	5) What is your inner motivation in Life your heart number= 4= rahu?
	What does your name mean”
	HEART'S MOTIVATION or DESIRE NUMBER is  4–Your inner desires and  Wishes?
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 You would be trusted worker and you would love to work very hard. That’s good for you and any organization.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 Your dependable nature would help any family. Your trustworthiness would be known. But avoid insistence in views.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 You are may be more philosophical and may be less romantic than others so you need to build this up.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Your dependable nature would help you attract money, but at the same time being too fixed  going could impact your ability to achieve office goals- but still you would be successful
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 There in your chart a weak sun sits in the house of heart now sun is number 1 and rahu number 4 is related so weak sun is same as rahu.
	 Saturn is in the 6th bhava in cancer sign so cancer/moon or mind your heart has a strong influence of Saturn= number 8 or rahu as well 4x2=8.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 As you grow in life your interest in management and business and managing large things could grow.
	 Your over all family and professional responsibilities may grow a lot.
	 You may be sort of compelled to handle larger set of people and or may desire more money and power.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 As you grow older there could be more interest in achievements, though your destiny would demand you to perform and do well in life. So you have to balance health and also professional life.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 Family life would be affected. But you have to avoid stress due to excess work and also ensure you don’t fall back on the career front.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 you have  control your nervousness and stress- your relationships would grow richer, but you have to perform very well as well at office to keep progression in your material goals.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 You will or may desire to have a lot of money as you grow older. Give more trust to hard work. Balance  mediation and collection of details/cooperation you could gain money.
	 You have to handle challenges of life with basic braveness and avoid being too sensitive or shy to express yourself as moon would make you do so when you are younger.
	 Your triple rahu 4x4x4 would help you to overcome sensitivity and do something new in life.
	 You should do YOGA
	 Patience and cooperation could bring in good results.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 You have to develop some confidence at younger age to get the best in life
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You will gain confidence before you get into the family cycle as such.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Sensitivity is very much needed as you grow as well to control 4x4x4 and also your 28/1 that would make you win the race.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Dedication  for family and duty and tact/diplomacy and care would help you.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 You will work hard, but retain your tact and diplomacy in situations
	 Impact on your Family:
	 Once again you have to be positive/less dominating and more open and flexible.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Fixedness/ or rigid approach and ego issues could cause issues in love matters.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	11)How do you spend your energies or time- and how you could best make use of your energies and time for super success and happiness in life(your POI = 1 /4 /5 & 6-/8- and PMEI)?
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 You have to  control ego and self insistence in views- that would be key to your success.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You have to avoid egoistical or fixed  nature as it could cause harm to the family life and this has to be contro0led..
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 You have to try to be more adjusting to needs of others and be more open mentally.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 Being hardworking and also original would bring in positivity in your job and career and avoid negativity and cycnism.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 Having non conventional relationships in family and matters of love and other relationships could cause issues if not controlled
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Once again flexibility would help you counsel people better and help them more.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	13) Core points for maximum Success & Happiness in Life(Your destiny number x birth number x Name Number)
	4–5 Ratti Gomed made on Ashta Dhatu to be worn in the middle finger of the right hand to be worn on Thursday afternoon would be helpful.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	The coming 20 years- Major forces or numbers planets working for you?
	 PINNACLE-I  is 6= Venus  till 32 year
	 A six pinnacle could mean there could be more connection to home. Also responsibilities at home could be high which the person could deliver well.
	 Also one may have good family support. One could get into relationships as and when one grows. One ahs to follow the social norms and be mentally flexible.
	 There is a slight chance of early marriage.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	  When you grow old enough, career would go fine.
	 You may have more connection with home and or be given more than usual work to do .
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You may get more  time for family and may get more focused on family and its roles. You will be more family or home oriented now and yes money flow and status could improve.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	  You have to maintain your normal  nature and connect to your friends/home and folks n own.
	 Yes your inclinations rewards more emotions and relationships  and philosophy could also increase.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 You will have good family support- plus you will start also earning fair enough in this time.
	 Family or marriage needs to be taken care of in general.
	PINNACLE-II  is 8 till 38 year
	 This could be a pinnacle which could be more intense from your work wise and professionally. You will have work very hard now. But once you do the methodical effort that you can  you will do well and rise a lot if life.
	 Your quest for work and business ambition would be high.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	  You will work hard  to achieve all your goals and develop good  management skills as a lot of responsibility would be coming to you. You will  have larger group to work with and yes money and salary increase would be there. you will do  well this t...
	 Impact on your Family:
	 As You may get less time for family and may get more focused on work- your family life could be impacted. You will be more goal oriented  now and yes money flow and  your status and efficiency would improve.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	  Relationships may suffer this time at home and office. As you will be too much goal oriented
	 You may also try to start some large construction or design on your own or work for a large group.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 As discussed above , latter period of life Saturn or shani has more control on you.
	 This could make you more philosophical and goal oriented .
	Predictions for  coming 10 years, based on your ful name and birth number- Year by year most accurate Guide to plan and do the best in future
	AGE   Year  PY n1 n2   n3 essence
	  13    2018   44   i   )     d      13
	  14    2019   45    i )      d      13
	 There could be unexpected and unusual happenings now.
	 There could be more than usual changes or travel and also opportunities and also stress due to changes is possible.
	 You may develop multiple interest or may have to focus on many things.
	 Movement and connection to people could bring in favorable and better changes for you.
	 Avoid being restless or scattering of energies- Yoga would help you.
	 You may get involved  more of socials and family events and yes fun.
	 Your friendship group could expand and also your  social/love and fun would increase.

